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Executive Summary
Downtowns are important in many ways. They are the heart of a community, and serve
as centers for services, employment, and civic interaction. They symbolize a community to its
residents, and to people throughout the region.
Community pride is not isolated to the impact of a downtown, but a downtown is clearly
a cornerstone of that pride. Long-time Biddeford residents are acutely sensitive to this reality,
and still lament an article that appeared on the front page of the Maine Sunday Telegram on
February 27, 2000. Written by reporter Kelley Bouchard, the article was entitled “MERC: A Point
of Reckoning for ‘Trash Town USA.’” Unfortunately, the article led a number of media stories in
the subsequent decade that perpetuated that unfortunate label.
Then, however, the tide turned dramatically. Tangible, significant, and historic changes
have occurred in Biddeford since the community made the strategic decision in 2012 to remove
a trash-to-energy facility from its downtown. That positive momentum should continue.
The Downtown Task Force Subcommittee is charged with making recommendations to
the Mayor and the City Council to help improve the downtown, and thus help improve what
symbolizes Biddeford, a City that is diligently revitalizing itself with energy and imagination. As
its mission applies to downtown parking, the Subcommittee has recognized that highly qualified
experts have studied that issue in particular detail. Those experts have concluded that
continuing the positive trends in downtown Biddeford depends on addressing a documented
shortage of parking in the City’s downtown district.
The Subcommittee concurs. It reviewed the parking challenges intensely, as outlined in
this report, and it used a detailed process to arrive at its recommendations. Throughout the
Subcommittee’s process, it viewed the Mill District as an integral part of Biddeford’s downtown,
not as a distinct and separate area. Together, the downtown and Mill District make up a single
vibrant neighborhood, the future of which increasingly depends on its supply of parking.

The Subcommittee recommends:
1. Build a structured parking facility downtown.
2. Finance the facility in such a manner that will not burden taxpayers.
3. Locate the facility in one of two possible locations:
 On city-owned property at 3 Lincoln Street;
 Behind Lincoln Mill and adjacent to Pepperell Building 10, with access available from
York Street and Saco Falls Way, identified here as Lot D/E.
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Introduction
The City Council appointed the Downtown Task Force Subcommittee in May, 2016. The
Subcommittee functions as an advisory body to the Mayor and the City Council. The
Subcommittee’s purpose is to examine issues of particular importance to the downtown area of
the city, and then to provide comment or make recommendations to Council. To date, this
group has submitted two recommendations to the City Council.
First, the Subcommittee stated its full support of the future phases of the RiverWalk, as
an integral part of the redevelopment of the downtown and Mill District. This recommendation
is in recognition of clear national trends in downtown revitalization, which place the very
highest premium on attracting pedestrian traffic, on creating walk-able downtown
configurations, and on enhancing natural community gathering spaces.
Second, in September of 2016, the Subcommittee issued a recommendation that the
City initiate a far more robust communications strategy to inform the community of the many
positive changes in downtown Biddeford. In recent years, policy decisions by the City Council,
and economic development strategies pursued by city staff, have produced tangible and very
positive results that can be measured with hard, quantifiable data. That progress is not as
widely known as it might be and typically does not factor into community discussions as city
leaders and citizens jointly discuss planning initiatives for the coming years. Biddeford
residents should be made more aware of these positive changes. In summary, the City Council
can be challenge when it makes policy decisions, because its constituents have not fully
absorbed the direct connection between visionary policy decisions that must be made, and the
actual and quantifiable economic progress that such decisions have been shown to yield.
Briefly, below are some examples of quantifiable forward progress that recent policy decisions
have produced. This progress supports the need for more parking downtown:
 The latest U.S. Census data shows that Biddeford is now the fastest-growing community
in Maine for people under 30. The median age in Biddeford is 34, significantly lower
than the median ages of 42.7 for Portland and 43.5 for the state as a whole. In a state
well known for its rapidly aging population and a well-documented, decades-long
exodus of young people, this is an outstanding and much-envied indicator that
Biddeford is successfully transforming itself into “the place to be.”
 Downtown commercial buildings are selling, on average, nearly 59 percent above
assessed value, generating $38.3 million in new value and $716,000 in additional
property tax.
 Residential properties are selling for 12 percent above assessed value, adding $14.5
million in additional value and $287,000 in taxes.
 On a routine basis, Biddeford now garners a large share of regional press exposure on
the topic of downtown revitalization in Maine. As an example, an article in the Boston
Globe, one of the nation’s most respected newspapers, doesn’t even mention the City
of Saco. All the attention is on Biddeford.
This is extraordinary progress in just a few short years.
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And so, after issuing recommendations on RiverWalk completion and City
communications about progress in economic development, the Downtown Task Force
Subcommittee has focused on parking in the downtown and the Mill District. The
Subcommittee now offers its observations and recommendations regarding options for
structured parking in downtown Biddeford.
For several years no topic, except perhaps the purchase and closure of the solid waste
incinerator, has been more debated among Biddeford citizens and public policy officials. And
yet, since 2006, many professional parking studies commissioned by the City have reinforced
the need to build a parking structure in Biddeford. In the “Biddeford Mill District Master Plan”
published in October, 2009, it was estimated that there will be a need for as many as 3,000
parking spaces when the Mill District is fully built-out. This projected need for parking spaces is
in part based on the expectation that the former waste incinerator site at 3 Lincoln Street
would be redeveloped into commercial, residential, and office spaces. This Subcommittee has
determined that in order to successfully build out the existing vacant space in the Mill District,
accommodate new development, and maximize its taxable value, additional structured parking
is essential.
Independent of elected officials, the Subcommittee has studied the issue of parking in
depth, and now offers its insight to the Mayor, the City Council and to city staff. Although
differences of opinion among members of the Subcommittee do exist on minor issues, the
Subcommittee is largely unified on major policy issues in regard to structured parking. The
Subcommittee is hopeful that its conclusions will provide a useful reference for further
investigation into this important matter.

Assumptions
The Subcommittee began studying the issue of structured parking with the
understanding that certain conditions surround the issue of parking here in Biddeford. These
conditions are:
1. Revitalization of the city’s downtown area is very important. A city’s downtown is a large
part of its identity. The state and condition of downtown defines the perception of
its citizens regarding the overall health and vitality of the city. New development,
stimulated by additional parking, helps ensure a thriving downtown.
2. According to the “Downtown Parking Study” conducted by Rich & Associates in 2012,
municipalities should control at least 50% of the available parking supply in
accordance with the industry’s “best practices” standards.
This allows the
municipality to better manage the city’s supply of parking and to react to changing
demands. As of the date of that report, Biddeford controlled just 45%.
3. Additional parking is needed in the downtown/Mill District area in order to sustain the
existing growth rate and to stimulate new development. The present supply of
parking is critically insufficient. The present shortage of adequate and reliable
parking in downtown Biddeford is not only hampering development, it is also an
obstacle to attracting major new job creators.
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4. The Subcommittee offers its recommendations here based on the assumption that
financing structured parking can be accomplished through revenue generated by an
overall downtown parking management plan and with some funding available
through an existing tax increment financing (TIF) district. The Subcommittee believes
that property taxes in Biddeford can remain unaffected by the construction of a parking
structure.

Methodology
Having begun this investigation with basic assumptions, the Subcommittee entered into
this study with no preconceived notion of an optimal site for structured parking. It was only
through field work and inquiry that the group reached some consensus of what sites would be
proper to consider. Then through analysis, study, and discussion, the Subcommittee evaluated
these sites and reached a strong consensus. The Subcommittee applied both quantitative and
qualitative metrics in its evaluation.
The group began the investigation with a walking tour of downtown and the Mill
District. By covering the area on foot, the Subcommittee gained a useful and practical
perception of pedestrian distances, as well as the important role that pedestrian connections
and state-of-the -art “way-finding techniques” will play in the proper siting of any garage. This
field investigation was conducted during inclement weather, highlighting the importance of
proper distances and good connections. Also, in a general way, the Subcommittee identified
the properties that are available for redevelopment. It also reviewed the RiverWalk and how it,
and its future expansion, factor into any decision to build a structured parking facility.
Next, the Subcommittee adopted an evaluation scoring sheet, a detailed process in
which 44 criteria --- organized in five distinct categories --- established the important factors for
the proper siting of a garage. In contemplating these criteria, the group began to formulate
overall objectives that structured parking must achieve. Optimal sites must:
 Support Mill District redevelopment & optimization
 Serve and support existing businesses downtown
 Encourage convenient access to the RiverWalk, and promote the Saco River as a
defining feature of downtown Biddeford
 Meet present needs, but perhaps more important, anticipate future growth in the next
2-5 years.
The Subcommittee believes very strongly that downtown growth will continue along Lower
Main Street, then proceed to the northeast, toward the Saco River.
The Subcommittee assigned a weighted value to each criterion; naturally, some of the
criteria carried greater importance and influence than did others. Throughout this process, the
Subcommittee recognized its strong conviction that structured parking is absolutely necessary,
given the undeniable advances that the City of Biddeford has been making in its downtown
district. Furthermore, the Subcommittee is firm in its conclusion that although the City should
build structured parking in the near future, the City must remain aware, during the planning
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process, not only on what is perceived to be happening in 2017, but also on the growth that is
anticipated.
The five categories of criteria used in the evaluation sheets were: Site Considerations,
Revenue Streams, Impacts on Property Values, Proximity Considerations, Downtown
Enhancement, and Other Considerations. (See the Appendix for Evaluation Sheet.)
With the site walk and evaluation sheet completed, and with an understanding of the
over-arching goals that structured parking must achieve, potential sites began to reveal
themselves. In all, the Subcommittee evaluated six sites. They are, in no particular order:
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Lincoln
Street
(former
incinerator
site) – a portion of this
site was considered,
allowing
other
development to take
place on the site as
appropriate. Presently
this area is used
temporarily for surface
parking that is leased
to tenants of the Lofts
at Saco Falls.
If
selected as the site for
a garage, more than 80
of new structured
parking spaces would
be “pre-leased” at
market rate (same rate
as others) to these
residents and would
provide an immediate
revenue stream. This site is city-owned.
 Lot D/E (York Street adjacent to Pepperell Building 10, Lincoln Mill, and the Bugbee
Brown Building) – This site has very good proximity to both the Mill District and
downtown. The size and configuration of the parcel allows great flexibility in siting and
orienting a garage, either fronting York Street, or nearer 3 Lincoln Street.
 Washington Street – This area at Washington Street and Federal Street offers excellent
proximity to existing downtown businesses. As part of an overall parking management
plan, it may provide revenue to the City and help to mitigate costs. Bangor Savings Bank
presently uses almost 20% of the available surface spaces, and may provide a reliable
market for paid parking.
 Alfred Street (adjacent to police station) – This site, near the Washington Street site,
may create a good gateway to downtown from outer Alfred Street and help eliminate
blight in nearby residential neighborhoods.
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Foss and Emery Streets block – Like the previous two options, this block presently is the
site of surface parking. With excellent proximity to both Pepperell Center and Buildings
19 and 20, the potential to spur new development there is high. It offers good proximity
to North Dam Mill. However, this option is also the site of multiple existing residential
structures.
Center Street – Considered in the past for surface parking, a garage here may eliminate
significant blight along Center Street. This site offers excellent proximity to upper Main
Street, but is poorly situated to stimulate new development in the Mill District of further
east on Main Street.

Impacts on Property Values
Positive impacts on the property values in close proximity to the location is desired.
With the possible sites in hand to study, an analysis of projected property values was
conducted. This analysis provided data for the category of ‘Impacts on Property Values’ in the
evaluation sheets. With the help of the GIS Mapping Division all properties within three
concentric distances from the proposed sites were identified and sorted according to property
type (i.e commercial, single family residential, etc.). According to parking industry standards,
350 feet from structured parking is a comfortable pedestrian distance drivers will walk to his or
her final destination. Therefore property within this distance would be most greatly affected by
a new parking structure. Seven hundred feet is the maximum reasonable pedestrian distance
from structured parking, and will have noticeable impact on values, and 1,000 feet is generally
thought to be the farthest acceptable distance, but property values are nevertheless likely to be
at least somewhat affected by structured parking. The Assessing Department provided
multipliers based on the three concentric distances as well as by property type (e.g.
commercial, residential, raw land, unfinished mill space). These multipliers were applied to the
present value of each property surrounding the sites to arrive at an estimate of how values
would change given new structured parking nearby. The multipliers included both positive and
negative impacts, depending on the types of properties. A list of the multipliers used is
included in the appendix along with the results.
Finally, a simple matrix of pros and cons was devised to illustrate the numerous points
that came up during the course of discussion. This matrix provided a qualitative analysis of the
potential sites under review. (See the Appendix for Parking Sites Pros and Cons.)
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Findings
Each
member
scored the sites according
to the criteria in the
evaluation sheet.
The
mean scores for each site
were then calculated.
Reviewing these scores,
the
Subcommittee
eliminated the Center
Street site from further
consideration due to its
low final average. Scores
for the Lot D/E site were
highest, with an averaged
7.6 on a 10-point scale.
All other things being
equal, this site offers the
right blend of proximity
to downtown and the
Mill District that can promote new development in both areas. New pedestrian connections
are straightforward with a small amount of additional way-finding needed. Its location also can
easily serve the RiverWalk, both existing and future phases.
Next, 3 Lincoln Street scored closely behind Lot D/E with an average score of 7.1. This
site is presently city owned, requires minimal initial site work, has a partial revenue stream
already in place (Lofts at Saco Falls), and would likely induce important new development on
site (along with new jobs). It also provides excellent proximity to the RiverWalk, and is a good
choice as a location for a multi-mode transportation hub (where cars, buses, trains, bikes, and
pedestrians converge), which is a consideration of growing importance for attracting future
development. Proper way-finding would be necessary, especially toward the downtown area.
The Washington Street site, while it supports existing businesses downtown very well,
may not stimulate new development in the Mill District. The site is constricted somewhat by
existing buildings which limits its potential for future expansion. As such, it rated an average of
6.4. Both the Foss/Emery Block and the Alfred Street site offer some advantages, but each
poses significant challenges which held down their scores. The Foss/Emery site is well
positioned for new development along lower Main Street, but the number of structures now
there make it costly to acquire. The Alfred Street site is not near enough to the heart of the
Mill District to reliably serve build-out there.
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Conclusion
Lot D/E and 3 Lincoln Street scored high in this analysis, and have been put forth as
viable sites for structured parking by others. They both provide good proximity to the areas of
the downtown and Mill District areas of Biddeford in most need of a greater supply of parking.
These two sites would require minimal initial site work, and both would provide good access to
the RiverWalk. While each one has some drawbacks (mainly acquisition in the case of Lot D/E,
and proximity to downtown in the case of 3 Lincoln Street) they both meet the principal goals
of spurring development, meeting the existing needs of businesses, supporting the present and
future expanded RiverWalk, and being flexible enough to meet uncertain future needs in the
City. Of all the sites considered by the Subcommittee, these two sites consistently and reliably
rated highly. The high scores of 3 Lincoln Street and Lot D/E indicate that either would be an
excellent choice for structured parking. Because of this, and because of the proximity of the
two sites to each other, it would be appropriate to consider each option both individually and
together as a single “district”, where a parking structure may be sited and oriented within this
district for maximum benefit. This “district” might also include portions of the parcel at 17
Lincoln Street, allowing even greater flexibility. This site may then be accessible from York St.,
Lincoln St., Pearl St., and Saco Falls Way.
Washington Street, Foss/Emery Block, and Alfred Street each offer some positive
attributes, but because these benefits are not great enough to counter each one’s
shortcomings, the Subcommittee feels that they be considered as “second tier” potential sites
for parking.

After a thorough investigation, the Downtown Task Force Subcommittee, therefore
recommends that Lot D/E and 3 Lincoln Street sites most strongly merit further investigation as
possible locations for structured parking in Biddeford.
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Appendix
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I. Site Evaluation

Criteria
Site Issues
Site preparation costs
Ease of garage expansion
Impact on ideal efficient design (minimizes wasted space and cost)
Impacts on construction costs of structure (unique to site)
Acquisition costs
Demolition costs to prepare site
Impacts caused during construction (parking, other)
Legal and/or other impediments to site
Impacts on exiting use of site

Weight
0.95
1.05
1
1
1.05
1
1
1
0.9

Criteria
Revenue Streams
Hourly parking revenues: short term
Hourly parking revenues: long term
Monthly pass revenues: short term
Monthly pass revenues: long term
Impact on other parking revenue potentials
Potential for other non-property tax revenues (rent, other)
Volatility (predictability) of revenues

Weight
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.05

Criteria
Impacts on Property Valuation

Weight
1.05
1
0.95
1

Influence on increase of valuation of existing properties
Influence on new construction
Any reduction in existing property tax valuation
Quality of valuation growth
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Criteria
Proximity Considerations
Mill District (occupied space)
Mill District (unoccupied space)
Water Street
Western Main St corridor (Elm to Adams)
Central Main St corridor (Adams to Alfred)
Eastern Main St corridor (Alfred to Bridge)
Access to Riverwalk & Saco River
Ease of vehicle entrance/exit to major transportation routes
Access to other transportation systems (rail, bus, pedestrian connections)

Weight
1
1.05
0.95
0.95
1.05
1
1.05
1.05
1.05

Criteria
Downtown Enhancement
Impact of vehicle traffic on Main St
Impact of pedestrian friendliness perception
Likelihood to increase downtown population day (employees)
Likelihood to increase downtown population night and/or weekends
Supports creation of downtown housing units
Supports redevelopment of existing housing in immediate neighborhoods to downtown
Strength of retail growth creation
Strength of high end job creation
Support of existing downtown businesses
Quality of jobs created

Weight
0.95
1.05
1.05
1.1
1
1
1.05
0.95
1.05
1

Criteria
Site Issues
Visual impact
Potential for multi-transportation hub
Impact on perception of safety and security
Additional investments needed to fully integrate site into downtown area
Other (specify) – Future Adaptability

Weight
1.05
1.05
1.1
1.1
1
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II. Pros and Cons

3 Lincoln Street
Pro

Con

Site is presently city-owned - no
acquisition cost required

Low proximity to Main Street

Minimal initial site work is required

Minimal imapct on redevelopment of
North Dam Mill Campus i.e. Building 15

Will induce quicker re-development of
site

Poses potential traffic movement
problem for Elm Street

Excellent proximity to RiverWalk and
future green space

Careful way-finding and pedestrian
connections needed

High potential to induce absorption of
vacant Mill District space: PMC 10 &
11, RiverDam, Saco Lowell, Lincoln Mill

Low short-term hourly revenue
potential

Highest projected property valuation
increase: 83%
High potential as a multi-modal
transport hub
High short-term monthly revenue
potential (LaSF)
High long-term monthly revenue
potential
High potential to induce quality
incremental employment
High potential for future expansion

Creates downtown 'gateway' potential
for 3 Lincoln St.
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Lot D/E
Pro

Con

High proximity to PMC and downtown

Not city-owned.

Fair proximity to 3 Lincoln St

Some legal impediments may exist

Minimal initial site work needed

York Street is not a city thoroughfare

High potential for future expansion

Poses potential traffic movement
problem for Main Street and Elm Street

High potential to induce quality
incremental employment (PMC
Buildings 10 and 13)
Proximity to Lincoln Mill increases
viability of boutique hotel
May induce quicker redevelopment of
Buildings 10, 11
High long-term monthly revenue
potential
High long-term hourly revenue
potential
High projected property valuation
increase: 70%
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Foss/Emery Street
Pro

Con

May reduce blight in surrounding
residential neighborhood

Low proximity to upper Main Street

May Induce redevelopment of PMC
Buildings 13, 19, 20

Low proximity to re-develop-able areas
of Mill District, e.g. 3 Lincoln, River
Dam, Saco Lowell

High long-term monthly revenue
potential

Poses potential traffic movement
problem for Main Street

Medium projected property valuation
increase: 60%

Impacts re-design of Main/Hill/Water
Street intersection
Low potential for job creation

Involves costly acquisition of multiple
private properties
Requires costly demolition of exisitng
structures
Requires costly re-location of existing
residents
Low potential for future expansion

Low potential for wide-spread future
re-development
Design must consider context of site
and repurpose-ability - see note
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Washington Street
Pro

Con

Presently city-owned - no acquisition
cost required

Low proximity to re-develop-able areas
of Mill District, e.g. 3 Lincoln, River
Dam, Saco Lowell

Requires minimal initial site work

Low potential for future expansion

May induce quicker redevelopment of
25 Adams - present District Courthouse

Low impact on employment and jobs

High long-term monthly revenue
potention: Bangor Savings Bank

Low potential to induce significant redevelopment
May pose traffic movement problem
on Washington, Franklin, and Main
Streets
Low proximity to RiverWalk

Careful way-finding and required

Lower projected property valuation
increase: 44%
Design must consider context of site
and repurpose-ability - see note
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Alfred Street
Pro

Con

May reduce blight in surrounding
neighborhoods

Low proximity to upper Main Street

Can become a gateway to downtown

Low proximity to Mill District

May increase available retail space

Low proximity to RiverWalk

Careful way-finding required

May pose traffic movement problem at
Alfred and Main Streets
Low potential for job creation

Requires acquisition of existing
commercial property.
Low potential for widespread redevelopment
Lower projected property valuation
increase: 47%
Low long-term monthly revenue
potential
Low short-term monthly revenue
potential
Design must consider context of site
and repurpose-ability - see note
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III. Structured Parking Site Property Valuation Analysis
Multipliers used to estimate future property values were:
350’
1.3
1.1
.9
4.0
1.3
*

Commercial
Rental Residential
Single Family Residential
Undeveloped land
Finished Mill Space
Unfinished Mill Space

700’
1.2
1.05
.95
3.0
1.2
*

1000’
1.1
1.0
1.0
2.0
1.1
*

*Unfinished Mill Space was reviewed by the Assessor on a case-by case
basis using multipliers ranging from 1.69 to 7.5.

Results of the analysis:

1

3 Lincoln Street
1000' radius
700' radius
350' radius

2

Present Value
35,439,400
13,453,200
11,619,200

$
$
$

Projected Value
42,927,858
21,553,521
46,099,926

$

60,511,800

$

110,581,305

$
$
$

Present Value
22,785,200
36,188,300
16,858,300

$
$
$

Projected Value
26,120,330
55,369,917
47,272,836

$

75,831,800

$

128,763,083

$
$
$

Present Value
31,049,000
31,058,200
24,985,600

$
$
$

Projected Value
61,706,118
38,134,669
39,149,814

$

87,092,800

$

138,990,601

Change

83%

Lot D/E
1000' radius
700' radius
350' radius

3

$
$
$

Change

70%

Foss St.
1000' radius

700' radius
350' radius
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Change

60%
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Wash St.
1000' radius

700' radius
350' radius

5

$
$
$

Present Value
55,541,900
32,357,900
20,304,100

$
$
$

Projected Value
62,926,848
64,161,779
28,583,770

$

108,203,900

$

155,672,397

$
$
$

Present Value
43,977,300
37,458,700
14,901,200

$
$
$

Projected Value
74,528,160
47,054,865
20,066,410

$

96,337,200

$

141,649,435

Change

44%

Alfred St.
1000' radius

700' radius
350' radius

20

Change

47%

